The School of Arts and Sciences in Tokyo Woman’s Christian
University will be reorganized in 2018.

To the next 100 years
TWCU celebrates the centenary of its establishment in 2018. On this occasion, the university will reorganize its
divisions and departments to reflect the needs of contemporary society by introducing up-to-date content and
methodologies into TWCU’s liberal arts education cultivated during the past 100 years.

Divisions and Departments starting in 2018
Division

Department

Number of students

English

English

155

Philosophy

40

Japanese Literature

85

History

75

International Relations

100

Economics

70

Sociology

50

Community Design

50

Psychology

80

Communication

115

Mathematics

35

Information and Sciences

35

Humanities

School of Arts
and Sciences

Global Social Sciences

Psychology and
Communication

Mathematical Sciences

▶Division of English (New)
A new Division of English will be launched to offer students an opportunity to learn English as a universal language.
Students will focus on the language, literature and culture of the English- speaking world in an interdisciplinary manner.
They can also acquire the English skills required in practical fields such as English education, interpretation and translation.
The goal is to develop women who possess and make use of intercultural competence supported by fluent English skills.
- Students can take classes in the three courses below in a cross-sectoral manner.
- A six-month Study Abroad to English-speaking countries is requisite in the second semester of the second year.
Department

English

Courses

Study Fields

English Studies Course:
Students study the language, literature and culture
of the English speaking world from a global
perspective.

English Literature/Culture,
English Linguistics

TESOL Course:
Students study English education with a global
viewpoint.

English Education (including English
Education for Children), Development
of material

Professional Development Course:
Students prepare for careers using English.

Practical English, Interpretation,
Translation, Journalistic English

▶Department of Community Design (New)
The Division of Global Social Sciences has been promoting education in the social sciences field that emphasizes
connecting to contemporary society. In addition to the present three departments, a new Department of Community
Design will be established for students who want to contribute to building better communities.
Department
Community Design

Study Fields
Community Development Theories, Community and Administration/ Legal System, Community
and Globalization

▶Division of Psychology and Communication (New)
In the Division of Psychology and Communication, students deepen their understanding of the human mind, behavioral
mechanisms and communication. They also learn to analyze modern-day people empirically, and cultivate problem-solving
skills in cooperation with others. There are two departments, Psychology and Communication, in this division. The new
Department of Communication will offer courses in which students acquire comprehensive communication skills through
studying various problems of communication between people and society.
Department
Psychology
Communication

Study Fields
Basic Psychology, Developmental Psychology, Clinical Psychology, Social Psychology
Multi-Cultural Communication, Media Communication, Information Design

